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By monitoring human behavior unobtrusively, mobile sensing technologies have the potential to improve our daily lives. Initial results from a field study demonstrate that such passive technologies can detect a complex psychological state in an uncontrolled, real-life environment.

Mobile, real-time, multimodal monitoring of people in real-life settings represents a new computing trend with important implications for both our physical and mental health. From physical activity to physiological arousal to language use, we can monitor a vast number of variables on an ongoing basis. By collecting data via multiple channels over long periods of time, we can obtain an unprecedented amount of information about ourselves and our lives. For example, we can test data streams to determine how day-to-day events impact our emotions, behaviors, and physical well-being across time as well as how these factors are interconnected.

Wearable technologies can also be interactive, so information obtained from such data (such as increasing levels of vocal pitch indicative of emotional arousal) could trigger messages that prompt interventions aimed at behavioral change and improved psychological functioning (for example, a text message prompting a guided meditation exercise). Such systems could be used alone or integrated with standard clinical interventions to increase their effectiveness and maximize therapeutic gains.

Although the applications of such mobile sensing systems are exciting, they also present many challenges. Specifically, monitoring human behavior in uncontrolled settings is wrought with difficulty; researchers must synchronize signals across devices, integrate multiple platforms, securely and efficiently store large amounts of data, and process and analyze that data. They must also minimize the burden and intrusiveness of these monitoring systems so that they are not overly disruptive to daily life and people are willing to wear them.
Although devices and procedures for collecting big data have proliferated in recent years, the infrastructure for processing and interpreting such data has lagged behind, creating a bottleneck between the collection of data and its application to real-world uses. For example, developing algorithms that can detect events of interest in real time is a major hurdle because data collected in everyday settings can be noisy, introducing errors to modeling schemes. Beyond these practical concerns, researchers must keep in mind privacy and ethical considerations and work to maximize the data’s security and reduce the risk of psychological harm to system users.

The University of Southern California (USC) Couple Mobile Sensing Project (homedata.github.io) is an interdisciplinary collaboration between engineers and psychologists that uses ambulatory computing technologies to study interpersonal relationships, with the eventual goal of developing interventions to improve couple functioning. Here, we report the initial results from a field application involving the use of wearable technology to detect psychological states. In our study, young-adult couples wore biosensors measuring their electrodermal and electrocardiographic activity, physical activity, and body temperature and carried smartphones that collected audio recordings and GPS coordinates for one day. The couples also completed phone surveys each hour to report on their ongoing moods and if they experienced conflict. Classification experiments using binary decision trees resulted in unweighted accuracies as high as 86.8 percent when we combined the features from all sensor modalities. The procedures described in this article could be extended to develop interactive, real-time interventions to decrease conflict and prompt alternative behavior, improving couples' relationship functioning and quality of life.

**USING WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY TO DETECT PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES**

Being able to identify, monitor, and alter our emotional states in real time is an important next step toward developing more effective interventions for improving quality of life. For example, engaging in daily positive activities has been linked to improved well-being. In addition to emotional states, the quality of our relationships plays a central role in our mental and physical health. Interpersonal conflicts, such as arguments with coworkers, greatly impact our daily moods. Romantic relationships in particular play a central role in individuals’ quality of life; high levels of relationship conflict, in particular divorce, are linked to increased risk of psychological problems.

Current therapies aiming to improve relationship functioning typically alter couples’ interaction patterns and communication processes. These interventions are usually administered during therapy sessions, with the expectation that any gains made in the session will translate into behavioral change outside of the therapy room. However, in their home lives, couples often find themselves pulled into arguments that escalate, become entrenched over time, and are hard to exit.

One method to address this problem is to use wearable technology to monitor problematic relationship dynamics in real life. Mapping these patterns across time could provide data on what variables predict conflict and what factors are associated with conflict resolution. Results from these data could eventually be used to detect conflict and send behavior prompts to alter maladaptive relationship processes as they occur at home.

See the “Previous Research on Detecting Psychological States” sidebar for other work in this area.

**Features of conflict**

A large body of laboratory research has examined how distressed and nondistressed couples differ in terms of how they interact, respond physiologically, and speak to each other during conflict. For example, heightened electrocardiographic (ECG) activity and electrodermal activity (EDA) during problem-solving discussions are linked to decreased marital satisfaction.

Relatedly, covariation in physiological responses over time, or *synchrony*,

[WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY CAN BE USED TO MONITOR PROBLEMATIC RELATIONSHIP DYNAMICS IN REAL LIFE.]
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON DETECTING PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES

Numerous studies have attempted to use machine-learning techniques to automatically detect conflict in spoken conversations, but most of these human-activity recognition attempts have been in controlled settings.\(^1,2\) Applying these methods in real-life, uncontrolled environments is difficult for several reasons. First, many events of interest, such as conflict, have low base rates, meaning there is less information available for building the classification schemes. Second, signals recorded in such environments tend to be noisy, creating additional challenges for recovering and representing the inherent information. Third, fluctuations in variables (such as electrodermal activity) can reflect other processes (including exercise and anxiety) in addition to the event of interest, making it difficult to differentiate across events.

Some research has attempted to detect behaviors in daily life, but such projects usually focus on directly observable behaviors, such as whether people are talking,\(^3\) that are easier to identify than more subjective experiences, like whether conflict is occurring. Moreover, different people can exhibit a range of behavioral, emotional, and physiological reactions in response to conflict, making it difficult to create one system that works well for all individuals. Although detecting psychological states in uncontrolled environments is difficult, developing this ability could have many important applications.
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Prototype model
Using mobile computing technology, our field study collected self-reports of mood and the quality of interactions (MQI) between partners, EDA, ECG activity, synchrony scores, language use, acoustic quality, and other relevant data (such as whether partners were together or communicating remotely) to detect conflict in young-adult dating couples in their

has been associated with both attachment style (that is, how secure versus anxious people feel in their interpersonal relationships) and marital satisfaction.\(^5,6\) Exactly what partners say to each other when they are angry is also important; studies have shown that even subtle aspects of language, such as the pronouns we use, are related to important relationship processes. That is, second-person singular pronoun use (such as “you” and “you’d”) during problem-solving discussions is thought to reflect higher levels of blaming (for example, “You didn’t do the dishes”), whereas first-person singular pronoun use (such as “I” and “I’ll”) is thought to reflect better communication skills (for example, “I felt frustrated when I saw the dishes in the sink”).\(^7\) It is also possible that couples in more distressed relationships use more negative emotion words (such as “sad”) and certainty words (for example, “You always criticize me”).

Beyond what couples say to each other, the tone of speech might be an important indicator of relationship functioning. Thus, we can use acoustic measures such as vocal intensity (or loudness) and fundamental frequency (or pitch, \(F_0\)) to obtain additional data on couples’ communication patterns.\(^8\)
Our objective here is to present preliminary data and demonstrate our classification system’s potential utility for detecting complex psychological states in uncontrolled settings. Although this study collected data on dating couples, these methods could be used to study other types of relationships, such as friendships or relationships between parents and children.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The participants in our study consisted of young-adult dating couples from the Couple Mobile Sensing Project, with a median age of 22.45 years and a standard deviation (SD) of 1.60 years. The couples were recruited from the greater Los Angeles area and had been in a relationship for an average of 25.2 months (SD = 20.7). Participants were ethnically and racially diverse, with 28.9 percent identifying as Hispanic, 31.6 percent Caucasian, 13.2 percent African-American, 5.3 percent Asian, and 21.1 percent multiracial.

Out of 34 couples who provided data, 19 reported experiencing at least one conflict episode and thus were included in the classification experiments.

All study procedures were approved by the USC Institutional Review Board.

Measures
All dating partners were outfitted with two ambulatory physiological monitors that collected EDA and ECG data for one day during waking hours. They also received a smartphone that alerted them to complete hourly self-reports on their general mood states and the quality of their interactions. The self-report options, which were designed to assess general emotional states relevant to couple interactions, included feeling stressed, happy, sad, nervous, angry, and close to one’s partner. Responses ranged from 0 (not at all) to 100 (extremely).

Additionally, each phone continuously collected GPS coordinates, as well as 3-minute audio recordings every 12 minutes from 10:00 a.m. until the couples went to bed.

Physiological indices. We collected physiological measures continuously for one day, starting at 10:00 a.m. and ending at bedtime. EDA, activity count, and body temperature were recorded with a Q-sensor, which was attached to the inside of the wrist using a band. ECG signals were collected with an Actiwave, which was worn on the chest under the clothing. ECG measures included the interbeat interval (IBI) and heart rate variability (HRV), and EDA features consisted of the skin conductance level (SCL) and the frequency of skin conductance responses (SCRs). Estimates of synchrony, or covariation in EDA signals between romantic partners, were obtained using joint-sparse representation techniques with appropriately designed EDA-specific dictionaries.6

We used computer algorithms to detect artifacts, which were then visually inspected and revised. All scores were averaged across each hour to obtain one estimate of each measure per hour-long period.

Language and acoustic feature extraction. A microphone embedded in each partner’s smartphone recorded audio during the study period. The audio clips were 3 minutes long and collected once every 12 minutes, resulting in 6 minutes of audio per 12 minutes per pair (male and female within a couple). This resulted in a reasonable tradeoff between the size of the audio
data available for storage and processing and the amount of acquired information. For privacy considerations, participants were instructed to mute their microphones when in the presence of anyone not in the study.

We transcribed and processed audio recordings using Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) software. For our theoretically driven features (task 1), we used preset dictionaries representing personal pronouns (such as “I” and “we”), certainty words (such as “always” and “must”), and negative emotion words (such as “tension” and “mad”). To test unimodal combinations of features, we used four preset LIWC categories, including linguistic factors (25 features including personal pronouns, word count, and verbs), psychological constructs (32 features such as words relating to emotions and thoughts), personal concern categories (seven features such as work, home, and money), and paralinguistic variables (three features such as asserts and fillers).

Voice-activity detection (VAD) was used to automatically chunk continuous audio streams into segments of speech or nonspeech. We used speaker clustering and gender identification to automatically assign a gender to each speech segment. We then extracted vocally encoded indices of arousal (F0 and intensity). To map the low-level acoustic descriptors onto a vector of fixed dimensionality—indeed, of the audio clip duration—we further computed the mean, SD, maximum value, and first-order coefficient of the linear regression curve over each speech segment, resulting in eight features. All acoustic and language features were calculated separately by partner and averaged per hour.

Conflict. We identified the hours in which conflicts occurred using the self-report phone surveys. For each hour, participants reported whether they “expressed annoyance or irritation” toward their dating partner using a dichotomous yes/no response option. Because determining what constitutes a conflict is subjective, we elected to use a discrete behavioral indicator (that is, whether the person said something out of irritation) as our ground-truth criterion for determining if conflict behavior occurred within a given hour. This resulted in 53 hours of conflict behavior and 182 hours of no conflict behavior for females and 39 hours of conflict behavior and 206 hours of no conflict behavior for males.

Conflict classification system

The goal of the classification task was to retroactively distinguish between instances of conflict behavior and no conflict behavior, as reported by the participants. The analysis windows constituted nonoverlapping hourly instances starting at 10:00 a.m. and ending at bedtime.

To classify conflict, we used a binary decision tree because of its efficiency and self-explanatory structure. We employed a leave-one-couple-out cross-validation setup for all classification experiments. For tasks 2 and 3, feature transformation was performed through a deep autoassociative neural network, also called an autoencoder, with three layers in a fully unsupervised way. The autoencoder’s bottleneck features at the middle layer consisted of the input of a binary tree for the final decision (Y = conflict and N = no conflict). Unimodal classification followed a similar scheme, under which the autoencoder transformed only the within-modality features.

Our study results show that data collected via mobile computing are valid indicators of interpersonal functioning in daily life.
Figure 1 presents a schematic representation of the classification system as it applies to our dataset.

Further details regarding the system, a list of the entire feature set, complete results from all our experiments, and confusion matrices (that is, tables showing the performance of the classification model) are available online at homedata.github.io/statistical-methodology.html.

RESULTS

Our study results showed that several of our theoretically driven features (such as self-reported levels of anger, HRV, negative emotion words used, and mean audio intensity) were associated with conflict at levels significantly higher than chance, with an unweighted accuracy (UA) reaching up to 69.2 percent for anger and 62.3 percent for expressed negative emotion (task 1). This initial set of results is in line with laboratory research linking physiology and language use to couples’ relationship functioning.4–8 When testing unimodal feature groups (task 2), the levels of accuracy reached up to 66.1 and 72.1 percent for the female and male partners, respectively. Combinations of modalities based on EDA, ECG activity, synchrony scores, language used, acoustic data, self-reports, and context and interaction resulted in UAs up to 79.6 percent (sensitivity = 73.5 percent and specificity = 85.7 percent) for females and 86.8 percent (sensitivity = 82.1 percent and specificity = 91.5 percent) for males. Using all features except self-reports, the UA reached up to 79.3 percent. These findings generally indicate that it is possible to detect a complex, psychological state with reasonable accuracy using multimodal data obtained in uncontrolled, real-life settings.

Because we aim to eventually detect conflict using passive technologies only—that is, without requiring couples to complete self-report surveys—we compared the UAs based only on self-reported MQI to combinations incorporating passive technologies (task 4). These results showed several setups where multimodal feature groups with and without self-reported MQI data significantly exceeded the UA achieved from MQI alone. This indicates that the passive technologies added predictability to our modeling schemes.

Figure 2 shows receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for several feature combinations. The results showed that the area under the curve (AUC) for our multimodal indices reached up to 0.79 for females and 0.76 for males.

DISCUSSION

The results we report here provide a proof of concept that the data collected via mobile computing methods are valid indicators of interpersonal functioning in daily life. Consistent with laboratory-based research, we found statistically significant above-chance associations between conflict behavior and several theoretically driven, individually tested data features. We also obtained significant associations between conflict and both unimodal and multimodal feature groups with and without self-reported MQI included. In fact, our best-performing combinations of data features in
several cases reached or exceeded the UA levels obtained via self-reported MQI alone.

To our knowledge, the prototype model developed for this study is the first to use machine-learning classification to identify episodes of conflict behavior in daily life using multimodal, passive computing technologies. Our study extends the literature by presenting an initial case study indicating that it is possible to detect complex psychological states using data collected in an uncontrolled environment.

Implications
Couples communicate using complex, cross-person interactional sequences where emotional, physiological, and behavioral states are shared via vocal cues and body language. Multimodal feature detection can provide a comprehensive assessment of these interactional sequences by monitoring the way couples react physiologically, what they say to each other, and how they say it. Couples in distressed relationships can become locked into maladaptive patterns that escalate quickly and are hard to exit once triggered. Detecting and monitoring these sequences as they occur in real time could make it possible to interrupt, alter, or even prevent conflict behaviors.

Thus, although preliminary, our data are an important first step toward using mobile computing methods to improve relationship functioning. The proposed algorithms could be used to identify events or experiences that precede conflict and send prompts that would decrease the likelihood that such events will spill over to affect relationship functioning. Such interventions would move beyond the realm of human-activity recognition to also include the principles of personal informatics, which help people to engage in self-reflection and self-monitoring to increase self-knowledge and improve functioning.

For example, a husband who is criticized by his boss at work might experience a spike in stress levels, which could be reflected in his tone of voice, the content of his speech, and his physiological arousal. Based on this individual’s pattern of arousal, our system would predict that he is at increased risk for having an argument with his spouse upon returning home that evening. A text message could be sent to prompt him to engage in a meditation exercise, guided by a computer program, that decreases his stress level. When this individual returns home, he might find that his children are arguing and that his wife is in an irritable mood. Although such situations often spark conflict between spouses, the husband might feel emotionally restored following the meditation exercise and thus be able to provide support to his wife and avoid feeling irritable himself, thereby preventing conflict.

A second option is to design prompts that are sent after a conflict episode to help individuals calm down, recover, or initiate positive contact with their partners. For example, a couple living together for the first time might get into an argument about household chores. The proposed algorithms could send a series of prompts that would decrease the likelihood that such events will spill over to affect relationship functioning. Such interventions would move beyond the realm of human-activity recognition to also include the principles of personal informatics, which help people to engage in self-reflection and self-monitoring to increase self-knowledge and improve functioning.

For example, a husband who is criticized by his boss at work might experience a spike in stress levels, which could be reflected in his tone of voice, the content of his speech, and his physiological arousal. Based on this individual’s pattern of arousal, our system would predict that he is at increased risk for having an argument with his spouse upon returning home that evening. A text message could be sent to prompt him to engage in a meditation exercise, guided by a computer program, that decreases his stress level. When this individual returns home, he might find that his children are arguing and that his wife is in an irritable mood. Although such situations often spark conflict between spouses, the husband might feel emotionally restored following the meditation exercise and thus be able to provide support to his wife and avoid feeling irritable himself, thereby preventing conflict.

A second option is to design prompts that are sent after a conflict episode to help individuals calm down, recover, or initiate positive contact with their partners. For example, a couple living together for the first time might get into an argument about household chores. The proposed algorithms could send a series of prompts that would decrease the likelihood that such events will spill over to affect relationship functioning. Such interventions would move beyond the realm of human-activity recognition to also include the principles of personal informatics, which help people to engage in self-reflection and self-monitoring to increase self-knowledge and improve functioning.

For example, a husband who is criticized by his boss at work might experience a spike in stress levels, which could be reflected in his tone of voice, the content of his speech, and his physiological arousal. Based on this individual’s pattern of arousal, our system would predict that he is at increased risk for having an argument with his spouse upon returning home that evening. A text message could be sent to prompt him to engage in a meditation exercise, guided by a computer program, that decreases his stress level. When this individual returns home, he might find that his children are arguing and that his wife is in an irritable mood. Although such situations often spark conflict between spouses, the husband might feel emotionally restored following the meditation exercise and thus be able to provide support to his wife and avoid feeling irritable himself, thereby preventing conflict.

A second option is to design prompts that are sent after a conflict episode to help individuals calm down, recover, or initiate positive contact with their partners. For example, a couple living together for the first time might get into an argument about household chores. The proposed algorithms could send a series of prompts that would decrease the likelihood that such events will spill over to affect relationship functioning. Such interventions would move beyond the realm of human-activity recognition to also include the principles of personal informatics, which help people to engage in self-reflection and self-monitoring to increase self-knowledge and improve functioning.

For example, a husband who is criticized by his boss at work might experience a spike in stress levels, which could be reflected in his tone of voice, the content of his speech, and his physiological arousal. Based on this individual’s pattern of arousal, our system would predict that he is at increased risk for having an argument with his spouse upon returning home that evening. A text message could be sent to prompt him to engage in a meditation exercise, guided by a computer program, that decreases his stress level. When this individual returns home, he might find that his children are arguing and that his wife is in an irritable mood. Although such situations often spark conflict between spouses, the husband might feel emotionally restored following the meditation exercise and thus be able to provide support to his wife and avoid feeling irritable himself, thereby preventing conflict.
behavioral prompts could include exercises that build upon the positive aspects of a relationship, such as complimenting or doing something nice for one’s partner. Employing these methods in people’s daily lives could increase the efficacy of standard therapy techniques and improve both individual and relationship functioning. Because the quality of our relationships with others plays a central role in our emotional functioning, mobile technologies thus provide an exciting approach to promoting well-being.

**Limitations**

Although the results from our classification experiments suggest that these methods hold promise, our findings should be interpreted in light of several limitations. Our system’s classification accuracy, while moderately good given the task’s inherent complexity, will need to be improved before our method can be employed widely. In our best-performing models, we missed 18 percent of conflict episodes and falsely identified 9 percent of cases as conflict. Classification systems that miss large numbers of conflict episodes will be limited in their ability to influence people’s behaviors. At the same time, falsely identifying conflict would force people to respond to unnecessary behavior prompts, which could annoy them or cause them to discontinue use.

In our current model, classification accuracy is inhibited by several factors. First, we relied on self-reports of conflict. Future projects could use audio recordings as an alternative, perhaps more accurate, way to identify periods of conflict.

Second, conflict and how it is experienced and expressed is highly variable across couples, with people showing different characteristic patterns in physiology or vocal tone. For example, some couples yell loudly during conflict, whereas others withdraw and become silent. One method for addressing this issue could be to train the models on individual couples during an initial trial period. By tailoring our modeling schemes, we might be able to capture response patterns specific to each person and thereby improve our classification scores.

Third, we collapsed our data into hour-long time intervals, which likely caused us to lose important information about when conflict actually started and stopped. Many conflict episodes do not last for an entire hour, and physiological responding within an hour-long period could reflect various activities besides conflict. Using a smaller time interval would likely increase accuracy.

Fourth, outside of the synchrony scores, we did not take into account the joint effects of male and female behavioral responses. Considering these together (such as male and female vocal pitch increasing at the same time) could improve our results.

**Future directions**

Future research should examine the classification accuracy of multiple classifiers. We chose a decision tree for classification because of its running-time efficiency and intuitive nature, but different classifiers could provide additional benefits. With future iterations of these procedures, classification accuracies will likely improve, increasing the usefulness of these methods for influencing behavior in the real world. Still, the occasional false positive, which would prompt couples to engage in relaxation or other self-reflective activities, would most likely not be harmful, as long as the frequency of such events is minimal.

In addition to increasing our classification accuracy, several practical considerations for developing these methods deserve note. In the current study, we retroactively detected conflict, but interventions aimed at improving couple functioning would need to detect these episodes as they occur. In particular, such monitoring with audio data might be difficult because software must be capable of transcribing language, processing word counts, and extracting acoustic patterns in real time. We also manually transcribed the audio recordings, which could have resulted in less error than automated transcription techniques. We expect that methods for ongoing monitoring of physiology and behavior will continue to be developed and become more sophisticated over time.

There are also numerous ways that these methods could, albeit
developing sensors that are smaller, more efficient, and capable of measuring vital signs without direct contact. This approach is expected to improve the quality of life of the people using them. Answering surveys at regular intervals could be disruptive and annoying for participants, and wearing physiological sensors could be uncomfortable and even embarrassing. Future work should aim to make use of passive sensing technologies rather than relying on self-reported data. Many of the multimodal indices using only passive technologies performed well, suggesting it is possible to develop monitoring technologies that do not require active participation. In a similar vein, developing sensors that are smaller, more efficient, and less obtrusive will be important for increasing couples’ willingness to use the technology. Integrating these methods with wearable devices such as smartwatches or smart clothes will be an important component in encouraging the use of these methods.

Once highly accurate classification systems have been developed, future research will need to concentrate on designing interventions and testing them in real-world settings. While our intention is that these methodologies will improve the quality of life of the individuals using them, it is possible that there will be unforeseen negative consequences or other barriers to utilizing such systems. Future iterations of this model will aim to improve upon the classification accuracy and incorporate ongoing, interactive monitoring to detect and predict conflict as it occurs in real time.

Although preliminary, the proposed modeling scheme could eventually be used to create interventions that provide feedback and behavioral prompts to improve couple functioning and quality of life more generally. Ultimately, our method could be expanded to other types of relationships (such as parent–child) and to other types of behaviors (such as increasing positive interactions). Future iterations of this model will aim to improve upon the classification accuracy and incorporate ongoing, interactive monitoring to detect and predict conflict as it occurs in real time.
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